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ABSTRACT
Data warehouses and OLAP systems help to interactively analyze
huge volume of data. This data, extracted from transactional
databases, frequently contains spatial information which is useful
for decision-making process. Integration of spatial data in
multidimensional models leads to the concept of SOLAP (Spatial
OLAP). Using a spatial measure as a geographical object, i.e.
with geometric and descriptive attributes, raises problems
regarding the aggregation operation in its semantic and
implementation aspects. This paper shows the requirements for a
multidimensional spatial data model and presents a
multidimensional data model which is able to support complex
objects as measures, inter-dependent attributes for measures and
aggregation functions, use of ad-hoc aggregation functions and n
to n relations between fact and dimension, in order to handle
geographical data, according to its particular nature in an OLAP
context.

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are powerful tools used to
manipulate, query and visualize spatial databases. They also
provide various functions to analyze spatial data (e.g. research or
proximity functions) [11] [20]. Therefore GIS play an important
role in spatial making-decision process, and they are sometimes
considered as Supporting Decision Systems [5]. SOLAP solutions
usually lie on coupling OLAP functionalities used to provide
multidimensionality and GIS functionalities used to store and
visualize the spatial information [10] [23]. However, SOLAP can
not be reduced to a simple coupling architecture, but implies a
real re-thinking of OLAP concepts. Spatial information can be
integrated in multidimensional models as axis and/or subject of
analysis. The numerous on going works (amongst them [3, 10, 14,
15, 17, 22]) confirm the importance and the innovating character
of SOLAP. A SOLAP paradigm should define spatial measure
with adapted aggregation function, spatial OLAP algebra
extending OLAP operators to topological, spatial operators,
dimension hierarchies based on spatial relations, suited GUI
interface for navigation mixing tabular and cartographic features:
Spatial facts, spatial measures and aggregation, and spatial
dimensions characterize the SOLAP. Defining a formal, logical
and physical framework, tracing the perimeter of analysis
processes associated to SOLAP, are challenging research themes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.1 [Logical Design]: Data models, H.2.8 [Database
Application]: Spatial databases and GIS, Statistical databases

General Terms
Design

This work aims to provide a proposal for a formal model for
spatial multidimensional databases. Spatial OLAP applications
present some peculiar characteristics which can not be taken into
account in classical multidimensional models, in particular the
concept of spatial measure as geographic object taking in account
its various attributes. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
shows definitions of spatial information, main SOLAP concepts
and related works. In Section 3, a use case is given and several
requirements for a spatial multidimensional model, focusing on
spatial measure, are discussed. In Section 4, we present our
Spatial Multidimensional Model. We conclude in Section 5 with
discussion and current and future works.

Keywords
Spatial OLAP, spatial data, multidimensional data, data
modelling.

1. INTRODUCTION
It has been estimated that about 80% of the data stored in
corporate databases integrates spatial information [8]. It is
obvious that this meaningful data is worth being integrated in
decision making process as a first class knowledge. Research
works on integration of spatial information into multidimensional
models lead to the definition of Spatial On Line Analytical
Processing (SOLAP) concepts.

2. RELATED WORKS
2.1 Spatial information
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Many authors have defined spatial information. [20] defines a
"geographical" object as a real world entity that can be described
using two components: the descriptive component is a set of
alphanumerical attributes (e.g. name, population of a region) and
the spatial component corresponds to its geometry (e.g. a point, a
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between the measure and its dimension representation are pending
questions.

polygon…) and its topology relationships with other geographical
objects (e.g. adjacency). Many other authors also define the
metric part of the data which can be calculated (e.g. area). [26]
calls "spatially referenced objects" or "geo-object" an object with
spatial, temporal, graphical and alphanumerical attributes. In all
these definitions, authors agree to define spatial information as an
object composed of a set of attributes that contains descriptive
and geometric data. We define a complex object as a real world
entity represented by a set of attributes (age, name…). We call
spatial information or geographical object a complex object that
contains spatial attributes (i.e. geometry).

3. MOTIVATION
We now illustrate with a use case the requirements that are
needed for a multidimensional model handling geometrical
objects.

3.1 Use case
The application used to exemplify this work concerns the
supervision of French departments in relation to mortal diseases.
The mortality data represents numbers of deaths registered in
France during the study period for a selected list of causes from
the ICD (International Classification of Diseases), location of
death, patients' gender and 5 year age-groups.

2.2 SOLAP
A first way to take benefits of spatial information in a decisional
application is to use it as an analysis axis i.e. as a dimension in a
multidimensional model. Spatial dimensions, as they are defined
in literature, can be spatial non geometric (text only), spatial
geometric (all levels have a cartographic representation) or mixed
spatial (combine cartographic levels and textual levels) [3] [17].
In [15] a conceptual model for spatial OLAP is presented, based
on integration of MultiDimER and MADS models. This work
analyzes various scenarios of SOLAP applications using spatial
dimensions, spatial measures and spatial facts. Representation of
spatial hierarchies and of their topological relationships within
this model is provided in [16]. [9] proposes a multidimensional
formal model which is not based on any specific spatial data
model, but is conceived to support the particular property of
spatial hierarchies. The model introduces the partial containment
relation in order to handle the case where several spatial objects
representing members at different levels of the same hierarchy
overlap (for example Roadway and District). [19] provides a
unique formal framework to integrate a spatial database and a
multidimensional database, exploiting the full-contains relation
between hierarchy levels.

A first possible design model for this application is given figure 1.
It uses an alphanumeric measure (#deaths) and 4 dimensions:
− time organized following the hierarchy (day, month,
year),
− location with hierarchy (department, region),
− sexage, that represents the patients' gender and 5 year agegroups,
− and causes with hierarchy (disease, classes).
location is a spatial dimension, and department contains
various descriptive attributes and the geometry attribute which
is a reference to a geometric object. The aggregation function
applied against the measure is the SQL SUM operator.

Year
year

Month
month

Time

Location

Day

Department

id_t
day

zipcode
name
population
#hospitals
geometry
aeraclass

Mortality

A different way to introduce spatial information in decisional
process is using it as analysis subject, i.e. as a fact. Spatial
measure then can be analyzed through non spatial and/or spatial
dimensions. Among works related to SOLAP concepts, different
authors have focused their attention on the concept of spatial
measure. Different definitions can be found in literature: measure
is sometimes represented as a collection of references to spatial
objects [22] [21], as objects resulting from topological operations
(e.g. union or intersection), or metric operators (e.g. distance) [21]
[15], or as measure associated to a spatial dimension [14]. In [22],
the spatial measure is reduced to its geometric part, and to metric
attributes which are derived directly from the geometry. The
proposal focuses on strategies to optimize aggregation and fusion
of geometric values. A solution in order to associate to a spatial
measure its descriptive characteristics is to report it, or to replicate
it into a dimension [7]. Then the problem is to formalize and to
manage this redundant or distributed representation throughout
navigating across the cube. Indeed, in traditional cases, a measure
is simple typed, and its semantic is limited to a quantitative
description (a quantity, an amount…). On the contrary, in these
solutions, the spatial measure is linked to an object which is
member of a dimension, strongly typed, and constrained. Does the
aggregation should be extended to the non geometric part of the
measure, how hierarchy and/or semantic relationships are handled

Region
region_code
region_name

Sexage
sexage
id_s
gender
age

Causes
#deaths

Disease
id_p
label

Classes
id_c
label

Figure 1. Mortality DW with Spatial Dimension Location.
The fact table is composed of dimensions' keys at their lower
level that form the symbolic coordinates for the value of the
measure. Thus the following functional dependency is enforced:
zipcode, id_t, id_p, id_s → #deaths

Dimension location can be represented as shown in table 1.
Table 1. Dimension Location.
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Department, when defined in the dimension location of figure
1, is characterized by a set of descriptive attributes (name,
zipcode, population, nbhospitals, areaclass) and
geometric attributes (geometry) and by its hierarchy. A major
problem is to determine how to take into consideration these
attributes when a department is considered as a measure. Most of
spatial models proposed in literature reduces a spatial measure to
its geometric part and its aggregation function to a topological
operator (as for example topological union), or a collection or list
constructor. In our example the roll-up operation builds a new
aggregated object from a set of objects at the most detailed level
(for example the departments). A problem that arises from this
scenario lies in establishing if the aggregated object has the same
attributes of the departments and how to calculate them.

Another example of a spatial OLAP application is shown in figure
2. In this example, the number of deaths is transformed into
dimension incidence which represents ranges of number of
deaths. As in [22] we now use a spatial measure department
which allows us to analyze locations in function of diseases, time,
gender and age, and incidence. Aggregation will be applied
against departments. These 2 application models correspond to
different types of decision processes and consequently to diverse
types of queries. In the first model the goal of the
multidimensional analysis is the number of deaths, while the
second model permits to answer to queries like: “Where did
cancer kill more than ten 50-years-old male persons in 1980?” In
this model, departments are the subject of the multidimensional
analysis, so the user can deduce information about the influence
of geographical location of departments in mortality problem.
Moreover some other descriptive and metric attributes of the
department can be useful to the decision process. For example the
population and the number of hospitals can reveal an inadequate
medical system or the causes of some diseases can have some
relations with the areaclass of the department.

Time

year

Month
month

− The aggregated attribute name is not meaningful and should
not be calculated.
− The aggregated attribute number of hospitals and the
aggregated attribute geometry are calculated by means of the
same detailed attributes and classical aggregation functions
(sum and topological union).
− The aggregated attribute areaclass is calculated from the
areaclass and the population of departments that have to be
aggregated (ratio).
It is obvious that, as attributes are semantically dependant,
changing an aggregation function for an attribute implies different
aggregations for the other dependant attributes (for example
geometric union implies sum of number of hospitals otherwise
intersection implies difference). Consequently as attributes are
dependant, aggregation functions are dependant too. Moreover, an
aggregated attribute could be defined as very different from the
detailed one, using for instance different data types [6], or
different classification.

Incidence

Day
Year

In this particular example, for the new aggregated object:

Incidence

id_t
day

id_i
range

Mortality
Causes
Sexage
sexage
id_s
gender
age

Disease
department

Thus, amongst the requirements for a spatial multidimensional
model dealing with complex spatial measure are:
1. Support n to n relationships between facts and dimensions
2. Model measures as complex entities:
2.1 Usage of every kind of spatial and alphanumeric attributes
as one single measure
2.3 Support of inter-dependent attributes and aggregation
functions
2.4 Use of ad hoc aggregation functions

id_p
label

Classes
id_c
label

Figure 2. Mortality DW with Spatial Measure
Department.

Different models have been proposed in literature to model
multidimensional databases. A complete survey of the properties
of these models can be found in different works [4], [18].
Amongst all the proposed models we report models presented in
[18], [24], [1] because they are representative of some important
and advanced proprieties. [18] provides a formalism and an
algebra for multidimensionality that focuses on the support of
complex types of dimension hierarchies (supporting non-onto,
non-covering hierarchies, etc…). Other important properties are
provided as for example symmetrical treatment of measure and
dimension and n to n relations between fact and dimension. Some
models have been developed to represent multidimensional
databases exploiting Object Oriented (OO) concepts. [24], [12],
[13] present an OO multidimensional model based on UML that,
among all its others features, consents to support aggregation
semantics (specify what aggregation functions are allowed) using

3.2 Requirements
Examining the two previously described application models, it is
clear that the second one raises more questioning then the first
one.
Primary, a same date, incidence range, disease and sex-age can
characterize different departments. We do not use a list typed
measure (e.g. a list of references) in order to individuate, at least
at the lowest level, each department with its own description.
Despite this, department still remains a measure and not a
dimension, because it is the one on which we want to apply
aggregation operations. This means that, in this particular
example, there is no functional dependency between dimensions
and measure as in the first application model.
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the Object Constraint Language (OCL) and measures sets.
Moreover it emphasis modular conception allowing the design of
complex multidimensional models using the package mechanism
of UML. [1] provides an OO conceptual model based on UML
too. In this work, the OO paradigm is used to model OLAP
concepts (fact, dimension, etc…) and to establish relations
between them (specialization of facts, etc…). The model permits
to represent user defined aggregation functions and derived
measures too. In [25], the proposed model utilizes the concept of
basic cube (a set of cells associated at bottom levels of dimension
hierarchies) and cube (a possible aggregated view of the basic
cube) to support the drill-down operator.

dom(areaclass) = {'Cities and Services', 'Coastal
and Countryside','Mining and Manufacturing'}
Sdept .a3 = population
Sdept .a1 = zipcode
geometry is a reference on a spatial object. population is given
in thousands of inhabitants.
Definition 2. (Entity Instances)
An entity instance ti of an entity schema Se is a tuple that
associates values from dom(ai) to each attribute ai of schema Se:
ti = 〈val(a1), … val(an)〉 with ai ∈ A(Se) and val(ai) ∈ dom(ai)
We note ti .aj the value of the jth attribute of instance ti and I(Se)
the set of the tuples ti instances of Se. We assume that we can
build a total order (arbitrary or not) on the instances of a schema.

4. A SPATIAL MULTIDIMENSIONAL
MODEL

Example 2. The instances of departments are:
I(Sdept) = {〈69,'Rhône',10,'Cities and
Services',10,ptr69〉,〈38,'Isère',6,'Mining and
Manufacturing',3,ptr38〉,〈 01,'Ain',4,'Coastal and
Countryside',1,ptr01〉,〈 32,'Gers',3,'Coastal and
Countryside', 2,ptr32〉, …}

We provide a multidimensional model which permits to represent
dimensions and spatial facts supporting the requirements
individuated in section 3.2.

4.1 Overview

t1 is a tuple of I(Sdept):
t1 = 〈69,'Rhône',10,'Cities and Services',10, ptr69〉
t1 .a2 = 'Rhône'

We introduce the concepts of entity schema and entity instances
which allow modeling indifferently all objects of the analysis
universe: members of dimensions and facts. Entity schemas and
their instances are organized into hierarchies in a classical way. A
base cube is assimilated to a multidimensional space. Instances of
entities used to represent the members at the most detailed
dimension levels and facts are projected on the axes of the
multidimensional space. We permit n to n relation between fact
and dimensions. The concept of aggregation mode is provided in
order to define a way to calculate aggregation of entity schema’s
attributes, and so to support measure as complex object, and in the
case of spatial measure as geographical object. In a similar way to
the concept of base cube, a cube is a multidimensional space
where at least one dimension is not at its most detailed level and
the fact schema corresponds to an aggregated schema.

4.3 Base Cube, Aggregation Mode and Cube
Models
We use entity schemas and instances to model all the real world
objects involved in a multidimensional application model. That is
to say that, in our model, dimensions and facts are based on
entities. We now define how entities participate to hierarchies and
cubes.
Definition 3. (Hierarchy Schema)
A hierarchy schema is a tuple SHh = 〈L,
set of entity schemas,

4.2 Data Model

⊥ SH h

⊥ SH h

, 〉 where L is a

is an entity schema, and  is a partial

order on L ∪ { ⊥ SH }.

Supposing a set of domain dom1,… domn, we call an attribute an
alphanumeric identifier ai associated to a domain represented by
dom(ai). An example of attribute is population whose domain is
dom(population) = N. The value of an attribute ai is a value
belonging to the domain dom(ai) and is denoted val(ai). For
example val(population)=254000.

h

⊥ SH h is called the bottom schema of the hierarchy schema. The
entity schemas belonging to L ∪ { ⊥ SH } are called levels, 
h

builds an oriented graph where entity schemas are nodes,

⊥ SH h is

Definition 1. (Entity Schema)

the root and the arcs represent the partial order

relationship.

An entity schema Se is a tuple of attributes denoted Se = 〈a1, …
an〉 where ai is an attribute defined on dom(ai).
We note Se.ai the ith attribute ai of Se and A(Se) the set of the ai
attributes of the entity schema Se: A(Se) = {a1, … an}

Example 3. We can define the following hierarchy schema:
SHtime = 〈Ltime, Sday , 〉 ; Ltime= {Smonth , Syear} and
 : (Sday  Smonth) and (Smonth  Syear)

Example 1. Sdept is an entity schema modeling French
departments.
Sdept = 〈zipcode, name, population, areaclass,
nbHospitals, geometry〉

SHlocation = 〈Llocation, Sdept , 〉 ; Llocation= {Sregion}
and

⊥ SH location = Sdept

 : (Sdept  Sregion)
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⊥ SH time

= Sday

SHsexage = 〈Lsexage, Ssexage , 〉 ; Lsexage= {∅} and

Definition 6. (Base Cube instance)

⊥ SH sexage = Ssexage

:∅

The base cube instance for a base cube schema SBCbc = 〈S1, … Sn
, Sf , δ〉 is a set bcc of tuples such as:

SHincidence = 〈Lincidence, Sincidence , 〉 ; Lincidence = {∅} and

bcc = {〈t1j,…, tnj, fmj 〉, j=1,..p} where tij ∈ I(Si) and fmj ∈ I(Sf)
and δ(t1j,…, tnj, fmj ) = 1

:∅

In other words, bcc is the set of tuples composed of entity
instances for which δ is 1.

⊥ SH incidencee = Sincidence

Definition 4. (Hierarchy Instance)
The instance of a hierarchy schema SHh = 〈L,

⊥ SH h

Example 5. The instance of the base cube SBCmortality_base is:
bcmortality = { 〈〈05jan2001〉,〈'H40.45','Male','40-45'〉,
〈201,'cancer'〉,〈2,'20-30'〉, 〈69,'Rhône',10,'Cities
and Services',10, ptr69〉〉,
〈〈05jan2001〉,〈'F40.45',Female,'4045'〉,〈201,'cancer'〉,〈2,'20-30'〉,
〈69,'Rhône',10,'Cities and Services', 10,ptr69 〉〉,
…}

, 〉 is a set

of tuples ti so as if ti ∈ I(Si) and Si  Sj then ∃ tj ∈ I(Sj) and an
order relation ↑ so as ti ↑ tj
In figure 3 is shown the instance of the hierarchy time. A link
between two dates date1 and date2 , means that date1 ↑ date2

Figure 3. Hierarchy Time: schema and instance.

Figure 4. Multidimensional space view of Mortality
application.

Definition 5. (Base Cube Schema)

From figure 4, we can observe that in 5-01-2001, there were from
20 to 30 male persons and from 20 to 30 female persons who died
from cancer in Rhône. No male, but from 20 to 30 female persons
in 5-01-2001 are dead from cancer in Ain.

A Base Cube schema SBCbc is a tuple SBCbc = 〈S1, … Sm , Sf , δ〉
where :
- ∀i, j ∈ [1,..m, f], Si is an entity schema and Si ≠ Sj
- ∀i ∈ [1,..m], a hierarchy schema exists SHi = 〈Li,
such as Si =

⊥ SH i , 〉

Definition 7. (Aggregation Mode)
An aggregation mode Θk is a tuple 〈Sa , Sb , Φ〉 where Sa is an
entity schema 〈a1, ..am 〉, Sb is an entity schema 〈b1, ..bp 〉, and Φ is
a set of p ad-hoc aggregation functions φi .

⊥ SH i

- δ is a boolean function defined from I(S1) ×.. × I(Sm) × I(Sf)
to {0, 1}

We then say that Sb is built_from Sa. The aggregation of n
instances of Sa is an instance tai = 〈val(b1), …, val(bp) 〉 of Sb such
as:

Thus, in other words, the base cube schema represents a fact table
with all dimensions at their bottom level except one which is
taken at any level. This latter will play the role of the measure.
The boolean function allows to model a n to n relationship
between dimensions and measure. The base cube can be viewed
as a multidimensional space where instances of dimensions and
facts are projected on axis and points are 0 or 1 as shown in figure
4. The 0 value means that there is no data corresponding to this
combination of instances.

∀j ∈ [1,.. p ], val (b j ) = φ (t i .a1 ,Kt i .a k ) with
n

i =1

ti ∈ I(Sa) and ar ∈ A(Sa) where r ∈ [1,…k].
The concept of aggregation mode is provided in order to support
measure as complex entity or complex object. The idea is to get
one entity representing the detailed measure and another one
representing the measure after the aggregation process and to link
their instances through aggregation functions, one for each
attribute of the “aggregated entity”. These functions are ad-hoc
user defined functions and they establish how to calculate the
value of the attribute of the “aggregated entity”, associated to that
function, from attributes values of the original measures.

Example 4. We report a base cube schema used to represent the
application model of figure 2.
SBCmortality_base = 〈Sday, Ssexage , Sdisease, Sincidence , Sdept , δ〉
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Example 6. Let us define Θ1= 〈Sdept, Sagg_dept , Φ1〉

SCmortality1 = 〈SBCmortality_base , {〈Smonth, Ssexage , Sdisease, Sincidence 〉},
Θ1, γ1 〉

The schema Sagg_dept is built-from Sdept. Its attributes are:
b1 = agg_population, b2 = agg_geometry, b3 =
agg_areaclass, b4 = agg_nbHospitals

Example 9. The following cube implements our first application
model with incidence (i.e. number of deaths) being the measure
and department being a dimension:
SCmortality2 = 〈SBCmortality_base , {〈Smonth, Ssexage , Sdisease, Sdept 〉}, Θ2,
γ2 〉

Φ1 = {φ1 , φ2 ,φ3 ,φ4 }
φ1 : dom(Sdept.population)n → dom(Sagg_dept.agg_population)
// sum of populations
φ2 : dom(Sdept.geometry)n → dom(Sagg_dept.agg_geometry) //
geometric fusion
φ3 : (dom(Sdept.population) × dom(Sdept.areaclass))n →
dom(Sagg_dept.agg_aeraclass) // ratio
φ4 : dom(Sdept.nbHospitals)n →
dom(Sagg_dept.agg_nbHospitals) // sum

Definition 9. (Cube Instance)
The instance of a Cube Schema SCbc = 〈SBCbc, L, Θf, γ〉 is a set cc
such as:
cc = {〈t1j,…, tnj, fmj 〉, j=1,..p} where Si ∈ L, tij ∈ I(Si) and fmj ∈
I(Saf) and γ(t1j,…, tnj, fmj ) = 1

Examples of aggregated instances are:
ta1 = 〈14,p1,'Cities and Services',11〉 ∈ I(Sdept-agrégé) //
result of aggregation on Rhône and Ain departements (figure 5)
ta2 = 〈13,p2,'Coastal and Countryside',6〉 ∈ I(Sdept-agrégé)
// result of aggregation on Isère and Ain and PyrénéesAtlantiques departements

in other words, cc is the set of tuples composed of entity instances
for which γ is true. Consequently measure values are represented
by instances of the “aggregated entity” (Saf) belonging to the
aggregation mode (Θ) associated to the cube.
Example 10. The instance of the cube SCmortality1 is:
cmortality1 = {〈〈jan2001〉,〈'F40.45','Female','40-45'〉,
〈201,'cancer'〉,〈2,'20-30'〉, 〈14,p1,'Cities and
Services',11〉 〉, …}

Example 7. Let us define Θ2= 〈Sincidence , Sagg _incidence , Φ2〉
The schema Sagg _incidence is built-from Sincidence.
Φ2 = {φ5}
φ5 : dom(Sincidence.incidence) →
dom(Sagg_incidence.agg_incidence) // average
population=4

Sdept

Sa

areaclass=
coastal and
countryside

a1= geometry
a2=areaclass
a3= population…

a1
a2
…

an

φ1

φm

φ2= ratio

φ1= fusion

Sb

Sagg_dept

b1

b1= agg_geometry

…

bm

Example 10 shows the relation between base cube and cube. The
instances of a cube are the instances of the base cube after the
aggregation process, as for example a roll-up operation, using a
particular aggregation mode. The first tuple of cmortality1 shows that
the investigating for the areas where 20-30 female persons died
from cancer in January 2005, gives an area, made by Ain and
Rhône department, with 11 hospitals, 14 thousands inhabitants
and qualified 'Cities and Services'.

b2= agg_areaclass
…

population=10
areaclass=
cities and
services

population=14
areaclass=
cities and
services

5. DISCUSSION AND ON-GOING WORKS
Spatial OLAP aims to integrate spatial data into multidimensional
databases. Supporting and exploiting the particular nature of
spatial data into multidimensional analysis implies a re-thinking
of basic OLAP concepts, as for example spatial dimensions or
spatial measures, at formal, logical and physical levels. If some
efforts have been done to handle spatial dimensions in OLAP,
spatial measure concept has been re-formulated but no
multidimensional formal model support it.

Figure 5. Aggregation of Rhône and Ain departments.

Definition 8. (Cube Schema)
A Cube Schema SCc is a tuple SCc = 〈SBCbc, L, Θf, γ〉 where
- SBCbc = 〈Sb1, … Sbm, Sf , δ〉 is a schema base cube
- L is a set of entity schemas Si such as ∀Si ∈L , ∃ Sbi ∈ {Sb1,
… Sbm} such as Sbi  Si or Sbi = Si and ∃ at least one Sk∈L so
that Sbi  Sk
i.e. the schemas Si of L are such that they appear in the same
hierarchy schema as the entity schemas Sbi of SBCbc and at least
one of them is not a bottom

In this work we have defined measures and dimension members
as complex objects. The proposed multidimensional data model
(Spatial Multidimensional Model) satisfies the following
requirements: support of n to n relationships between fact and
dimension, usage of every kind of spatial and alphanumeric
attributes as one single measure, support of inter-dependent
attributes and aggregation functions, use of ad hoc aggregation
functions, in order to handle spatial measures as geographical
object. Our Spatial Multidimensional Model provides concepts of
attribute and entity (schema and instances) to model information
involved in the multidimensional application. Exploiting these
concepts the model gives the concepts of hierarchy, base cube,
aggregation mode, and cube to organize data into a
multidimensional way. A base cube projects dimensions and

- Θf is an aggregation mode 〈Sf , Saf , Φ〉
- γ is a boolean function from I(S1) ×.. × I(Sm) × I(Saf) to {0, 1}
Example 8. SCmortality1 implements our second application model
with department being the spatial measure, and incidence being a
dimension:
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measure on the axes of a multidimensional space allowing the
symmetrical treatment of measure and dimension and n to n
relations between fact and dimension. Aggregation mode, relating
two different entities through aggregation functions permits to
support measure as complex object. As the base cube, a cube
represents a multidimensional space where measures are
aggregated and dimensions are not all at most detailed levels. Our
model handles measures described by complex objects and, even
if it does not adopt any specific spatial data model, it is well
suited for geographical data as defined in section 1. However,
some specific problems due to the spatial nature of the measure
must be further investigated. For instance, pre-aggregation of the
measure in the cuboids lattice, additivity question, or topological
relations in spatial dimensions are not yet covered by our model.
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